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Our beautiful Devon countryside
being enjoyed on Drive-it-Day.
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and comments on the day.
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Starting Handle
AKE currently pronounced “ache”, as in dull pain, continues to be tinkered with, I dare to say improved even,
and hopefully the definition may have to eventually be amended!
My last “Starting Handle”, documenting my early trials and
tribulations with AKE, was written in 2016 - considerable changes
and quite a few miles have passed since then. Five years ago, AKE
was a Paxton Special, a 1980’s conversion from an RN, bought by
me from Cumbria in 2014. It fell to pieces quite early on and much
time and money was spent on keeping it on the road. Ultimately
everything that could go wrong, drop off, or just not be there, had
been replaced apart from the body. The Paxton Special was a
Do not be fooled by the cute looks - I was! typical (debatably), 1970/80 sports conversion utilising wood,
aluminium, fabric, plastic, and lots of Evostick adhesive. It had seen
better days and I decided to replace this, the last defective part of the car (ha, so I thought) with a shiny new
aluminium body from Rod Yates (nice man).

Off with the old on with the new

Ideal transport

The car was stripped into component parts in 2017 and the
Paxton body sold. The front axle was discovered to have a crack
in it, which was expertly laser welded by John Forde in
Boscastle. Eventually all was reassembled for a trial-fitting to the
chassis, a little fettling (understatement) was required to get the
fit perfect, especially the radiator shroud and engine side panels.
Then after weeks of debate about choice of colour, the body was
removed from the chassis, Lizzy’s horse box commandeered,
and the shell taken to Tim Wellock for spraying - Fiat 735A Grey.

Jig to align front

On its return the body was reunited with the chassis, fuel tank fitted, seats made, and the
dash made up and numerous other small jobs completed. I had decided to convert to 12v
as a new loom had to be made up anyway, so the dynamo was sent away to be rewound
and electronic cut out/junction box and LED bulbs purchased. David
at Exeter Engineering, who handily happened to be a couple of
miles away, did the wiring beautifully. Then eventually it was finished
(perhaps not exactly the correct verb), and we had some good trips
in it during the summer of 2018/2019. It was good to get out and we
got to many events and pubs! even a belt around Ian and Jennie
Seats stuffed
Jones’ field at the summer Driving Test.

Forgot hatch for greaser.
Made its own!

Out & About at Barnsfield Revival

Very 1st Refuel Meet at Froginwell

1st Run

During 2018/9 the exhaust system was changed for an “Ulster” type, that I picked up at Beaulieu, following
which Lizzy bought ear-plugs but I did point out she now has the benefit of a built-in hand warmer!
Then problems showed up with the Accuspark distributor drive, as
it did for many people. The mis-matched gears had worn the gear
to knive edge.
Then the exhaust started “chuffing”, eventually traced to a worn
valve seat - I now use a little Redex in the fuel mixture.
Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2

During the 2019 summer a few other things started to niggle, there was a banging on the
overrun somewhere underneath, inherited from the previous incarnation, that I thought
the rebuild would reveal, but no! The chassis twist was causing the throttle to have a
mind of its own. The body was showing signs of stress
cracks under the seat and one back wheel was randomly
locking on. So, rebuild number 2 was planned for the winter
of 2018/19, after all removing the body would get easier
every time it was done, a fact proved by the almost weekly
removal of the engine in the early days. I was super pleased that the wiring had
been done with the future removal of the body in mind, basically all I had to do
was disconnect the plugs under the dash.
In order the help the body stresses a couple of steel plates were made up to fix under the floor beneath the
seats and a duplicate longitudinal beam made to fit alongside the propshaft. Brackets were made up to
support the tail of the car which previously had no support
after the rear crossmember. The search for the “noise” was
inconclusive but as every other item on the chassis and drive
train had been repaired and renewed it only left the propshaft
as prime suspect. It looked relatively new and had been
shaken, pulled and examined in situ many times and always
been given a clean sheet. Anyway, it was removed and taken
to H.J Chard Engineering, confusingly in Bristol, who said they
could re-fettle it while I waited. One look and it was suggested
Chassis Strengthening
Re-engineered
I come back in a week!! Everything that could be wrong with a
prop shaft
propshaft, was – too short, worn yokes and badly fitting to the torque tube, how on earth it
went round and round is unexplainable. The “noise” was cured! The braking problem was solved by fitting
new brake pivot pins.
Back along I had bought a semi-girling front axle with advantage of it, and the radius arms being stronger.
This was “dropped” by Bernard Cowley in Sussex. The kingpins were replaced and brakes renovated. By
March, in time for the lockdown, AKE was back together and ready for the road with the construction of
lowered pneumatic seats to reduce wind resistance – well maybe, but I prefer to be in a car rather than on it
and now the aeroscreen does protect the eyes a little. One problem was to reduce the castor angle by
adding a 5mm to zero wedge between the spring and chassis nosepiece. I had removed two leaves from the
spring to soften the ride. This, and the change from 19” Avons to 17” wheels with Longstones made a
dramatic difference to road safety!
Managed a good few trips out during 2020 despite everything, and the only major
mishap occurred coming back from Fingle Bridge after meeting up with David
Aylmore for picnic and chat. The steering started to feel a bit vague, and I know
some degree of vagueness is usual, but it became increasingly so, ending with
no steering and no brakes in Crediton. Another lesson learnt – the steering box is
bolted to a wedge to give the column a sporty angle. I had, because it was
easier, put the nuts on top, they had loosened and eventually the bolts dropped
out, hence an independent steering box and no foot brake.
It is a love hate relationship with AKE, at the moment it’s love - our Drive-It-Day trip around Wimbleball was
great, the engine pulling like a train. Not one for the purists but in the words of the late Dick Emery “You are
awful…..but I like you ”
Nick Borst-Smith
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Secretary’s Notes
It was great to see so many members out and about on Drive-it-Day on the 25th
April and thank you for all the photos. It was so good to see A7s on the road again.
The number of events for later in the year is slowly growing and our member Nick
Hawkins is organising a Mid-Week run to the ‘Cornwall at War Museum’ in
Davidstow. The event will join up with the Cornwall A7 Club and the N. Devon
section of the Morris Register so there will be an interesting variety of cars involved. Nick has sorted out a
route for those going from the Bideford area but if anyone is thinking of going from West or Mid Devon and
would be willing to act as a point of contact for the run to Davidstow, please let me know. Full details of the
event can be found on page 6.
The Devon Vintage CC Autojumble has also been confirmed for Sunday October 10th and will be at the
Buckfastleigh Steam Railway. We will have our usual stall to sell A7 Spares on behalf of members and full
details of how to go about selling your items will be in a future newsletter. So, if you think you might be
interested to buy, sell, or just to come along for a chat, then make a note of the date in the diary now.
Looking through the various Newsletters from other A7 Clubs around the country, I see that in Cornwall’s
Newsletter, they publish each month, the names and contact details of 3 or 4 members who have volunteered
to answer questions about repairs & maintenance of A7’s. I am sure that amongst our members, we also
have very wide range of experience and I was wondering if anyone would be willing to step forward and offer
to share their knowledge in the same way. Maybe there is one particular aspect of A7’s that you feel most
confident about – engine, gearbox, bodywork, electrical, fuel system or maybe you are most knowledgeable
about one particular age or model of A7’s. I am really looking to see if there is a way of spreading our
collective knowledge about A7’s as widely as possible, especially for the benefit of new or less experienced
Devon members. Please let me know if this is something that you would like to be involved with.
We are hoping, later in the year, to be able to offer some practical demonstrations and instructions on A7
maintenance and/or restoration. We are experimenting with a video link using the Zoom format that we
currently use for the monthly Members Catch-Up meetings. If there is a particular subject that you would like
help with, please let me know and we will see if we can include it in the program.
Happy Austineering
David

Car Badges – Any Problems?
Last month, I wrote about a problem that one member had experience with the
coloured sections of his car badge falling off. At that time I was hoping that it was
an isolated case, but following the publication of the newsletter, I heard of a second
badge which had suffered the same problem. In both cases, the green & white
coloured sections have come detached from the chrome metal base.
The badge suppliers, who have been very helpful, have asked me to enquire if any
other members have experienced similar problems.
So, if your Car Badge is not looking as pristine as the one in the photo, please
contact me with the details and if possible a photo.
Many thanks.
David Aylmore. (Secretary)
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Zoom Club Night
Monday June 21st at 7pm
Join us for a general chat at this

Members’ Catch Up Evening
Zoom link will be sent out by e-mail 1 week in advance.

Bicton Park
June 19th & 20th 2021 - The Annual Fathers Day (Weekend) Steam & Vintage Fair.
Camping will be available for exhibitors only from Friday 18th June. The organisers hope to have the
following on display:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large Steam Engines,
Small & Miniature Steam Engines,
Stationary Working Engines,
Military Vehicles,
Classic & Vintage Cars,
Classic / Vintage Motorcycles,
Tractors & Farm machinery,
Surface Warship Association,
Model Boats Clubs,
Classic Pedal Cycles & Garden Machinery, and other attractions.
Some indoor venues will still be subject to Covid 19 rules.

August 7th & 8th - Stationary Engine Crank Up Day
This is a new event, and the organisers hope to have a number of stationary Engines operating on display
around the Gardens, and the Lister Engine Collection in the Museum, which hopefully will be open by this
date.
Owing to the fact that it is anticipated that the Government proposes to drop all restrictions on 21st June
2021, Bicton Gardens is opening this event to all other exhibitors of the listed vehicles as above. This is
hoped to be a full crank up day, where all of these engines on all of those vehicles can be fired up.
Again, camping will be available from Friday 6th August 2021 for exhibitors only.
More information on the website - www.bictongardens.co.uk or from Bill Wrench on 01395 568503
An Application Form for both of these events is available on the DA7C website

The 58th National

Austin Seven Rally

Beaulieu - Sunday 4th July 2021
The largest annual gathering of Austin Seven enthusiasts, vehicles and trade suppliers
Special Display:

COACH-BUILT & FABRIC-BODIED A7s
Entry forms from:
The DA7C website or at www.pwa7c.co.uk
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Wednesday July 7th
Visit to the Cornwall at War Museum,
Davidstow, Callington, PL32 9YF

Entry to the Museum - £5 per head
Meet at the museum for mid-day for a picnic lunch or make use of the NAFFI canteen on site,
followed by a look around the museum in the afternoon.
Fresh, homemade Cornish Pasties available to pre-order @ £3.50 each.
Order from Nick Hawkins.
If a group of 15+ visit the museum, complimentary tea/coffee will be provided and there may
be a small discount on the entry price.
Nick Hawkins is organising the visit in conjunction with Cornwall A7 Club and The N. Devon Morris Register.
Nick is arranging a run from North Devon starting at 9am from the picnic lay-by, 1/2 mile outside of Bideford
on the A386 Torrington Road, and then via Bradworthy, Tamar Lakes, Red Post to Davidstow. Members can
join at the start or en-route or at Davidstow.
For more information and to book your place (and pastie) contact Nick Hawkins. Tel 01271 375730, or
e-mail valhawkins3@aol.com
More information about the museum at www.cornwallatwarmuseum.co.uk
Note - if anyone would like to volunteer to be a point of contact for a run from Mid or West Devon, please
contact David Aylmore (details on back page)

Vintage & Classic Weekend at RHS Garden Rosemoor, Great Torrington
July 31st & August 1st 2021
Now in its eleventh year the weekend has proved to be one of Rosemoor’s most
popular events with Vintage Vehicles, Motorcycles, Tractors and Horticultural
Machinery. This year they are introducing modern classics to the show, and also
hope to organise a traders’ area related to the event. If anyone is interested in trading
at the event please contact Rosemoor for a booking form. There will be a charge of £30 per table per day.

This is a free to enter event for vehicles, which will provide you with entry to all of Rosemoor Garden for you
and a guest. Unfortunately, Rosemoor are unable to offer onsite camping this year, due to health and safety
regulations. Also, as the event takes place inside the garden, it is the RHS policy of strictly no dogs, unless
they are registered assistance dogs. Entry forms are available on the DA7C website (see page 17) , from
David Aylmore (see back page) or from Rosemoor at rosemoorevnts@rhs.org.uk .
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Along The Road
My Austin Seven doesn't leak oil, it used to but the fitting of a silicone sump gasket
cured the problem. So I was surprised when I got home from a run to Bideford, that
oil was running out from the bottom of the bonnet, onto the running board and
thence to the floor. It was a lot of oil, not your usual A7 drip. I opened the bonnet to
be greeted with an engine compartment covered with oil. The cause was
immediately apparent, the oil filler cap had escaped to freedom and a lot of oil had
followed it. I recall on a previous Ruby that the cap was attached by a chain to the
filler pipe but mine had no such restraint. I have bought a shiny new cap which
does seem to have a stronger spring to hold it in place than the old one.

Shiny new cap

One of the other consequences of the spread of oil was that it had an adverse effect on the insulating tape
binding some wires together. It seemed to dissolve the glue. I removed most of them and replaced with small
cable ties.
When I returned home after my run on the A39 my arms and wrists felt quite painful
and I realised that the steering was getting a bit of an effort. I greased the king pins etc
and then decided to pump up the tyres. I use an electric pump connected to a spare
twelve volt battery. I inflate my tyres to 30 PSI and together with the greasing, the
steering seems much lighter. I remembered to inflate the spare tyre. To make this a
little easier I always make sure that the spare tyre valve is easily accessible without
having the remove the wheel from its mounting. I gave that 35 PSI to allow for wastage.
Like most of us I have a selection of sockets, some Whitworth and
some Metric. I use one of the Whitworth to tighten up the wheel nuts,
but picking out the correct size first time was always something I got Easy access spare wheel
valve
wrong. So I have wrapped a piece of red insulating tape around the
correct socket just to ease the process.
I was watching a war film a few years ago, it was one where our valiant
Spitfires defended our shores. Just after they took off they tested their guns
Red for wheel nuts to make sure that when they need to use them they worked. I decided that
this approach could be used for the horn on my Austin Seven. The last
thing you need to do in an emergency is to be pummelling the horn button to no effect. So
now soon after leaving the house I test the horn to make sure it’s OK. In the event that its
gone bad on me I have bolted a spare six volt motorcycle horn on the bulk head which can
be quickly connected.

Spare horn

The last task for this month was fitting some wing brackets under the front wings. I had
been wondering what was the purpose of the pieces of metal under the front wings and
eventually learned that they were part of the wing support system. I acquired two brackets
from a Devon Club member and with the aid if a drill and a large hammer I have fitted
them in place. They fix to the chassis with two bolts, the edge of the wing with one bolt
and the headlamp bolts through the leading edge. They have made quite a difference to
the stability of the wings. Especially to the headlamps which now do not wobble as I
progress over what pass for roads in the country.
Front wing support

It was a fine sunny day as I returned home so I wound down the
windows and opened the windscreen, put my foot down and we sped along. We were
going faster than usual over this piece of road and I realised that by opening the windows
and especially the wind screen I had lowered the brick like aerodynamics of the Ruby and
road speed had increased. Just to check I closed the windows and travelled the road
again. My theory was correct. OK in the summer!
Viv Gale

Aerodynamic
Improvement!
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Richard’s Ramblings
No doubt you all heaved a collective sigh of relief after the A.G.M. and thought you were rid of my ramblings,
sorry but there is more to come! The Bishop family has had an upgrade and we have an E bike, well Marlies
does. Back in December of last year I saw a report on a novel way of converting your favourite bike to an
electric one by replacing the front wheel with a motorised one. I thought this would really suit Marlies as she
has never managed a derailleur gear change and her current
bike is click and go. I put my order in and was given a tracking
code as well as a container number which allowed me to trace
the progress of the ship all the way from China. In March I was
told the ship had docked at Felixstowe and not so long after
this a large parcel arrived with all the kit. But then the fun
started as Marlies’ Dutch bike has drum brakes fore an aft
which meant no front brakes when I changed the wheels over! I
had some old front forks with lugs to take “v“ brakes and I
decided to swap them over. So after some careful hacksawing,
lathe work and fabrication of a brazing jig, I was able to fix
them in place as the picture shows.
Having successfully brazed the lugs onto the forks I fitted all the other parts to the bike and it was ready to
go. Marlies is really bowled over by the performance and she left me standing when we went out for the first
time!
We are looking forward to the better weather so we can enjoy
cycling to various places around Exeter as going electric will
certainly open up our range and choice of destinations, I will keep
you informed of our progress!
Richard Bishop

Out and About on Drive-it-Day
A bright and sunny morning saw us making for Moretonhampstead and a meeting with two other Austin
Seven owners and an owner driver of a Citroen vintage car, the latter had come to see us on our way.
Destination the byways of Dartmoor, definitely not the highways!
Pete and Jan Gilbert had organised the route since they lived way out beyond Mortetonhampstead and knew
all the little lanes. We had a lovely run round amongst beautiful moorland scenery, this followed by a picnic in
Pete and Jan's lovely garden. An extra welcome facility was the outside loo!
The gents in the group then examined Pete's new acquisition, a hydraulic ramp, and this was both admired
and envied by David and Bob.
Lovely to be out in the A7s again
and so nice of Jan and Pete to plan
and host the run.
Ann & Bob Downey

More ‘Out and About on Drive-it-Day’ on page 9
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Continued from page 8
Had a wonderful drive to Knightshayes on Drive-it-Day via Halberton and Tiverton. Picnic watching the
cricketers at Knightshayes with Richard and Marlies. Fabulous weather and both cars behaved!!
Denise Mould

The North Devon Drive it day run:
A really fabulous day all around the North Devon coast from Braunton Burrows, around to Coombe Martin for
lunch and then on to Woody Bay station (part of the old Barnstable to Lynton Railway) for tea and cakes and
then back to Brayford to Chris Hartnoll’s for more tea and cake !! Over 100 miles, lovely weather and great
company .

Philip Burrow
We took our old cars on the road to show the public that they are out and about as we are supposed to do on
Drive it Day . Disappointing we only saw three or four others but the weather was brilliant and those from
further away covered more than 100 miles.

Chris Hartnoll
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David’s Diary
Everyone says that it is a sign of old age, and that may well be the case, but I do feel that the months are
slipping by ever more quickly!! No sooner am I breathing a sigh of relief that one ‘David’s Diary’ has been
passed to the Editor (by e-mail to the computer in the other room!!) than it is time to write another one!!- It is
now almost June – half-way through the year and unfortunately very little A7 time spent on the road so far.
In Late April, we did get out in Mabel for Drive-it-Day along with friends, Pete &
Jan Gilbert and Bob & Ann Downey. Pete found a very interesting route around
Dartmoor, ending up in his sheltered back garden in Throwleigh for a picnic
lunch. A very enjoyable day with no car dramas to report, so thank you Pete &
Jan for your hospitality.
Apart from that outing, I have only done 2 short local trips. The first was again
with Mabel, our 4 seat tourer for a birthday lunch at the House of Marbles in
Bovey Tracey. Outside seating was the COVID order of the day but with overhead heaters in their sheltered
courtyard it proved to be very pleasant way of meeting up with our son & his wife. Then a few days later, I
needed to make a quick visit to N.A. Hospital and with the day dry and not too cold, it was a good excuse to
take Ernie, the Milk Delivery Car out for a run. I called in to have a nose around Bill Bakers Opal in
Teignmouth on the way home so we had a good 25mile run out and I am pleased to say, no problems.
Now here’s an idle thought - I know that many members have names for their cars as I do and I was
wondering what the story might be behind them?
Here’s ours – Our first car was the 4 Seat Tourer, which after being put back on the road in 2011 was called
‘Appy’ – that came from the ‘APP 108’ registration. That was until we took the car along to the Nursing Home
in Torrington where Jan’s mum was staying. The home is a specialist Dementia Unit and the car was used as
a memory stimulus. With several residents sitting in and admiring the car, one asked what it’s name was.
“Appy” I said. A very confused look and then the reply – “Appy – what sort of name is that? you can’t call it
Appy”. “What would you call her then” I replied, merely to promote conversation. After a little thought came
the reply “Mabel – that’s a proper name, you should call her Mabel”. Bearing in mind that the lady making
the suggestion was called Joyce, the same as Jan’s mum – and that my favourite Aunt when I was younger,
was called Mabel, and that it sort of suited the car, the name has stuck. Appy has been Mabel ever since.
As for the 1931 Milk Delivery Car that we bought in 2015, it was already named “Cream Cracker” by the
previous owner – Ralph Villis, and by which name it was known far and wide. Indeed he had that name sign
written on the doors. Whilst it still retains the signwriting, I rather fancied a nickname and one day Benny Hills
ditty – ‘Ernie drove the fastest milk cart in the west’ came to mind and “Ernie” it has been from then on.
Now we also have a restoration project 1934 Box Saloon. I had started referring to it as ‘The Box’ but that
sounds a bit unkind. Then whilst out for a walk around the lanes the other day, (all the best ideas come to me
whilst out walking!!) I thought of why I bought the car and what name would fit with ‘Mabel & Ernie’ and I
came up with ‘Reg’. (I bought it partly because the registration is AYL 148) However, after putting the idea to
Jan and our youngest daughter, Nicola, that has been modified to ‘Reggie’ which I think will also stick.
All I have to do now is get started on the restoration – but that will be another story!!

How did your car get its name, if it has one? It might make an interesting story.
Stay Safe - David.
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Green Cards and Driving in the EU
I guess that the vast majority of us insure our Austin Sevens through RH Specialist Vehicle Insurance. For
those who don’t, the following information was emailed recently to RH policy holders and may be of interest:
If, like us, you are looking forward to the end of lockdown restrictions, and you are planning on travelling to
the EU this year, there’s some important information you need to be aware of. Now that the transition period
for the UK leaving the EU has ended, the UK is no longer part of the European Green Card free circulation
zone. This means you will need additional documentation when driving or travelling in the EU.
One of those documents is a Green Card – a document you will need to print off and carry with you when you
travel, that confirms you have the appropriate vehicle insurance cover in place when driving abroad. It is
important that you contact us as early as possible prior to travel so that we can send you an email link that
will enable you to print this document at home.

The motor insurance coverage offered by RH remains the same and as stated within the policy wording. A
Green Card can be requested at any time during your policy term, however, we would request a minimum of
48 hours’ notice and will be issued by email to you, the RH client, directly; unless otherwise requested by
post. If requesting by post, please provide a minimum of 2 weeks’ notice.
The current requirements for Green Cards are as follows:
· must be supported with a valid Certificate of Insurance
· must be presented in hard copy format (printed)
· can be printed on A4 green or white paper with black ink
· must cover the period of travel
For more information, refer to the RH Specialist Vehicle Insurance website – Existing customers/ Travelling
abroad.
John Turley

The Adventures of Group Captain Wingspan
The next in the series of bizarre but true stories from Group Captain Wingspan
Bows and arrows.
Anybody who runs a workshop knows the last thing you want is a customer talking to you as you try to solve
his problem. With this in mind I put up a notice, labour charges: £4 per hr, with customer watching £8 per hr,
with customer watching and helping! £12 per hr, with customer watching, helping and giving advice £20 per
hr, and I have to say this worked.
My first workshop was an old Hansom cab station, it was long and narrow with my office at the far end.
A white Rolls Royce pulled into the workshop and the owner explained to me that it had stopped charging it’s
battery and could I look at it because he was a long way from home and wisely thought to get it put right
before going any further.
I put up the bonnet and diagnosed a problem with the alternator and as I started to remove it I heard the
customer say, “excuse me, but can I shoot arrows into your office door?” “Yes if you need to” I replied,
( thinking, “ another nutter has turned up”)
I carried on with the work, when with no warning an arrow shot over the cars bonnet and struck my office
door, this was followed by two more. Duck comes to mind and I stayed firmly under the bonnet until a voice
shouted, “it's ok to come out now”. So with my hands in the air I came out and was confronted with him
holding a massive crossbow. “Just bought it and needed to test it”, he said. After the necessary cup of tea I
repaired his car and he paid the bill and left.
20 years on I still had my office door with holes in it as a reminder to listen to customers.
Next month The haunted car.
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FBHVC Matters
The FBHVC Exceeds Drive-it-Day Targets
The FBHVC Drive-it-Day in support of Childline was a huge success for the historic vehicle community across
the UK, both in terms of getting historic vehicles seen on the nation’s roads to raise awareness of our
movement and also in raising money to support the vital NSPCC Childline service. Whether it was small,
socially distanced groups or individual journeys, the UK was graced by thousands of enthusiasts collectively
hitting the roads to show off our nation’s transport heritage and to support a cause that in turn supports so
many young lives across the UK every day.

The funds raised so far exceed £30,000, with Childline plate sales continuing for events postponed to later in
the year. The money was raised mainly through the sale of the official FBHVC Childline plates and donations.
For more information view www.driveitday.co.uk, where a gallery of images from 25th April 2021 can be seen.
The amount raised means that the historic vehicle community will fund ‘One Unforgettable Day’ that has been
earmarked for 12th November 2021, the opening day of the Classic Motor Show at the NEC in Birmingham,
where both FBHVC and NSPCC representatives will be on hand to explain what the NSPCC’s Childline does
and to offer help and advice to clubs wanting to run events in 2022.
If you missed out on a Childline plate or have delayed your Drive-it-Day activities, the FBHVC still have a
small number available, and you can still donate via www.driveitday.co.uk. Sales and donations pages will
remain open into the summer.

Transport Museums
As the pandemic restrictions are gradually being lifted, allowing museums to re-open, the FBHVC’s
interactive map of transport museums across the UK has been updated with details of their displays and
activities. The aim being to give the nation’s custodians of Transport Heritage a valuable channel through
which they can promote their activities, connect with enthusiasts and clubs, and work together towards
post-pandemic recovery for all museums.
The directory is being continually updated and if you are looking for an interesting day out, then just take a
look at what the directory of museums has to offer at www.fbhvc.co.uk.
John Turley, FBHVC Rep

New Member
This month we welcome Michael Tabeart from Seaton to
the Devon Austin 7 Club. Michael has recently bought a
1932 RN Box Saloon named Annabelle.
We look forward to seeing Michael and Annabelle out
and about in the not too distant future.
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FBHVC Matters
The following are extracts from a letter received from David Whale, Chairman of the FBHVC:
The year has been very challenging. As you will have seen, we constantly develop our website to improve
the information contained therein and have been rewarded with an average of 597 visits every day for the
whole of the last year.
Drive-It-Day was incredibly successful all be it in a suitably controlled way. As you will have seen, we
expended much effort in publishing the varying requirements of relaxation of lockdown across our devolved
nation and the Heritage Alliance were extremely helpful in supporting our approach to the Department for
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport for Drive-It-Day to go ahead in England in a format that was compliant with
the Government Road Map. The pandemic has been challenging for many of the children who require the
support of Childline and they have been delighted with the support of the historic vehicle community in this,
our first year of partnership.
A few months ago, we recruited Nigel Elliott as our Automotive Fuels Specialist and his subsequent input has
been tremendous. We already knew that our lobbying of the Department for Transport had been successful
in legislating for the continued availability of the E5 Protection Grade of petrol, with typical octane rating of 99
for at least the next five years. But, as an industry insider for most of his working life, Nigel reviewed 16
pages of content on fuels on our website with explanations of what it means in real life. Rest assured he is
not resting as he is now working on new and additional material.
In the circumstances, we believe the Federation has maintained a very high level of activity in supporting and
promoting the historic vehicle movement. We understand club activities, such as maybe your big event of the
year, which was perhaps your big fundraiser, have not been able to take place in the past fourteen months.
The Federation is maintaining our club fees at the same level for the third consecutive year, and we very
much hope to receive your club membership renewal in due course.
John Turley, FBHVC Rep

What is this?
Chris Clover came across this photo taken at Beaulieu Autojumble a few years ago, and wonders how many
DA7C members can identify the make of car?

Answer on page 17.
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Give it more welly Andy!
Recently I was contacted by our Secretary saying that a new member was having trouble finding second
gear, don’t we all?! Emails travelled back and forth but there was no apparent reason why Andy was having
such problems. I therefore arranged to drive up to Tiverton and have a look and see what could be found.
The Exeter to Tiverton valley road is really fun to drive in an Austin 7 as it’s quite narrow in places and with
the moderns becoming wider and longer they all have to proceed with caution, but an Austin can bomb along!
There are two places on the way where there are single lane bridges at Stoke Canon and Bickleigh and
invariably one meets something on them but with an Austin it is surprising how small a space one can
squeeze through.
I found Andy’s house with his Austin parked outside and after a chat and welcome mug of tea we were off for
a test drive. I just drove the car around the estate and double declutched when changing down and could
find no problems, the car handled really well and Andy agreed that he needed to give it more welly. He then
suggested a bit of a longer drive on the main road if there was time so I could really test the car and see what
I thought of it, I was more than happy to oblige! The car handled extremely well, with good responsive
steering and brakes that worked. It is surprising what one takes for granted as one becomes used to driving a
Seven and as this is Andy’s first Austin he has a bit of catching up to do! He was concerned that the steering
was not very good and wandered but as we all know it is something that we become used to as well as the
need to look ahead and dodge pot holes.
I am not sure when I learnt to “heel and toe” but it was a new
one on Andy and at the risk of boring most of our members I
will briefly explain. When one is approaching a junction and
have to stop the right foot goes on the brake, obviously, but
one also needs to rev the engine so one can double
declutch, how? Well the trick is the ball of the foot applies the
brake and the heel works the accelerator, easy!!
Andy has a really super Austin and as lockdown is easing and
the chance of club runs hopefully, becoming a reality I trust he Pic of the two Austins, sorry Andy
will be able to us.
that yours is not in poll position
Richard Bishop

Don't throw things away.
Any A7 owner knows that undoing the half shaft hub nut can be
a problem, so here's a little helper I made up. I found an old
A7 wheel in a ditch, it was very rusty and not safe for road use
so I was about to throw it out when realised it could be put to
good use.
As shown in the picture, I cut the hub out and welded a bit of
old bar to the hub. I then cut the nose off the hub making it
easy to line up for inserting the spit pin. Just bolt it on using the
wheel nuts and job made easy.

Pete Gilbert
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Thank you Pete for sending some much
needed humour.

Greetings from Devon’s End
Sam Barker Hon Life Member, celebrated Club Mascot, Bon Viveur, etc, etc, is
presently indisposed and sends his apologies. He has asked me to write a piece
on his behalf this month as I am familiar with the sort of nonsense that he usually
contributes – although perhaps this time omitting the derogatory comments about
his ‘driver’, so here goes.
Reopening of Pubs is very much on some peoples’ minds as I write. I am aware of spurious claims by some
hostelries as being either the first pub in Devon or the last pub in Devon? Evidently, much depends on which
direction you’re going I suppose?
Let me explain. My short driveway is in Devon but on turning onto to what passes in these parts as ‘highway’,
I am straight into Somerset. For the avoidance of doubt and contrary to general opinion – I don’t actually live
in a Pub.
Here, Sam says ‘stop waffling and say something about Austin Sevens’!
So. Jane Austin too has been rather poorly. Despite the valiant and much appreciated efforts of various local
Fundi – she just won’t go properly. General consensus was, having eliminated most other elements and
acknowledging that there are not too many to choose from, that resolution by resort to the ministrations of the
venerated Doctor up there in Wiveliscombe, was the only remaining option.
Well packaged-up, off went our original, geriatric distributor for major replacement surgery! A waiting period
ensued of anxious trepidation for the patient, then bang on cue, the patient was pronounced to be cured and
ready for discharge. In the knowledge that Jane’s vital organ had received numerous implants (i.e.. almost a
total re-build) I thought it only fair to collect in person after such drastic surgery.
Next, restoration of the most precious of components, being the heart of the machine, was completed without
delay (by a proper mechanic – retired maybe - but knowing the business and possessed of remarkable
eyesight and dexterity). Will she run again; the question yawned? Being of great faith and Yes - she came
back to life! Risen again to terrorise the locals – a great joy.
The appointed day, for Jane to cast aside doubts, fears, disappointments and anguish were behind and on a
Sunday morning she was relaunched into the world, after an extensive refit to start sea trials. Here the
metaphors become a little mixed, but nautical parlance became appropriate, where the skies opened, the
land became sea and it came down in buckets!
I am told that rainfall in April in these here parts was only about
10mm for the whole month. On this Maiden Voyage in May, we
must have had a good 40-50mm that Sunday morning. There
being no local hostelries open for shelter when you really need
one, our single windscreen wiper maintained its slow, lazy
inverted arc, rain beat upon her roof, but our Jane battled through
bravely, back to the safe harbour of her stable. After a good
rub-down with a chamois leather, she’s none the worse and if a
car could have a contented smile like her owner – that’s what
she’s doing!
Meanwhile Jane’s erstwhile counterpart, the mini yacht ‘Lisette’
languishes on her mooring lines (called bridles) in Lyme Harbour
while the storms continue to go through. No wonder the
terminology gets jumbled and Sam elected to pass on this one!
Mike Moore
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Events
We are still living in uncertain times, and some of these details may change. We will try to keep you up to date in the
newsletter, but updates will also be found on the DA7C website (see page 17) and the ‘Devon Austin Seven Club’ page
on Facebook.
2021
June 19th & 20th

Bicton Park Annual Fathers Day (Weekend) Steam & Vintage Fair (see page 5)

June 20th

Re-Fuel at Dunkeswell. Pre-booked tickets only at www.re-fuel.co.uk.

July 2nd, 3rd, 4th

Devon County Show. Entries close June 1st. Entry form on DA7C website (see
page 17), or from David Aylmore (contact details on back page)

July 4th

Bideford Water Festival. Bideford Rotary Club has suggested that the local A7 owners might
like to put on a static display during the Festival. Contact Martin Wright on 01409 241428.

Sunday July 4th

750mc Beaulieu National Rally – Beaulieu. More details on page 5.

Wednesday July 7th

Run/visit to Cornwall War Museum, Davidstow - see page 6.

July 31st

Honiton Lions Classic Car Show. Contact Kevin on 01404 42464 for details.

July 31st, Aug.1st

Rosemoor Vintage Weekend. See page 6 for more details. Entry forms are available on the
DA7C website (see page 17) , from David Aylmore (see back page) or from Rosemoor at
rosemoorevnts@rhs.org.uk .

August 7th & 8th

Bicton Park Stationary Engine Crank up day (see page 5 for details)

August 21st

Dalwood Fair - more details next month

Sunday Aug. 29th

Chanters Classic Car Show, Ottery St. Mary. Contact Tony on 01404 815853 for details.

Sunday October 10th

DVCC Autojumble, Buckfast Railway. Contact David Aylmore for details—contact details on
back page.

2022
July 19th - 24th 2022

Austin 7 Centenary Rally

For Sale
A7 Wheels.
Selection of 17" wheels, some would clean up and are useable,
others need re-building. £20/£30 depending on condition.
Contact David Aylmore – details on back page.

Austin 7 related items ‘Wanted’ or ‘For Sale’ can be advertised in Devon Sevens free of charge. Items will be removed
from the listings after 3 months unless you have notified me that you would like the advert to continue.
Thank you - Janet (Editor - contact details on back page)

July 2021 Newsletter:Please send your letters, comments, articles and photos to devon.sevens@hotmail.co.uk or by post to Janet
Aylmore, Corner Cottage, Ideford, Newton Abbot, Devon, TQ13 0BG.
Copy for inclusion in the July issue should be with me by Wednesday 16th June 2021 and the
newsletter will be distributed on or before Wednesday 23rd June.
To avoid any possible problems with copyright, please confirm, when sending in articles, photo’s diagrams,
maps etc, that they are free from any copyright restrictions. For information, the copyright remains with the
originator of any photos etc for 50 years and the originator’s permission is required before they can legally be
reproduced or distributed. Within the very friendly A7 world, there is generally not a problem, so long as the
originators copyright is acknowledge but I need to be made aware of the situation before publishing.
Many thanks. Ed.
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Keeping Informed
For those of you with a computer or smart phone etc, you might find the following websites a useful source of
information and news.
www.devonsevens.co.uk - welcome to the website for the Devon Austin 7
Club. Here you can find out all about the 'Devon Sevens', how we started,
what we do and how to join. It has the latest and past Newsletters, a fully
updated list of ‘Trusted Suppliers’, plus entry forms that can be downloaded
for all club events and many others.
Don’t forget you can also follow the Devon Austin Seven Club
on our Facebook page.

www.austinsevenfriends.com - the one stop web site for Austin 7
enthusiasts across the world. Austin 7 news and events throughout the
country and beyond!

Useful Facebook Groups:

Austin Seven
Austin 7 Spares/Cars for sale Group

For advice on how to make the best use of our website you can contact Steve Day at:
steve-j-day@outlook.com

DA7C Badges.
Car Badge.
There is a choice of 2 styles of Car Badge. Both have the same Green & White motif with
black lettering.
1.

A small windscreen self adhesive badge which is ideal for a “Modern” if space for a larger
external badge is not available. - £1 each

2.

A high quality Chrome & Enamel external badge as shown in the Illustration.
1 badge £13.50 inc. 2nd class post, 2 badges £25 inc. 2nd Class post.

Embroidered Badge.
We also have a very smart embroidered club badge available. It is 3 1/4” (80mm) in diameter and
is, as shown in the picture, very similar in design to the car badge.
Cost is £3.50 (plus 50p postage)

Lapel Badge.
These metal badges measure 25mm diameter, and the cost is a very reasonable £2.25 inc. p & p.
All badges can be purchased by contacting David Aylmore by phone, post or e-mail or can be
collected from any club event.
Contact details are on the back page.

Chris tells me that this is an American Bantam ‘Sports’. He says it was very
‘American’ looking, with disc wheels and was being offered for sale for £25,000!
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Devon Austin 7 Club - Officers & Committee members 2021/22
Secretary & Membership Secretary:
David Aylmore
Corner Cottage
Ideford
Newton Abbot,
TQ13 0BG

Treasurer:
Ian Mould
The Shieling
Pound Hill
Holcombe Rogus
Wellington TA21 0PJ

Tel: 01626 852259
E-Mail: secretary@devonsevens.co.uk
membership@devonsevens.co.uk

Tel: 01823 674427
E-Mail: treasurer@devonsevens.co.uk

Car Identification Number Registrar:
Nick Borst-Smith
Waterhouse Barn
Coddiford Hill
Cheriton Fitzpaine
EX17 4BD

A7 Clubs’ Assoc. Rep.
Ken Hickman
The Old School House
Coombe
St. Austell
PL26 7LN

Tel: 01363 866 819
E-mail: registrar@devonsevens.co.uk

Tel: 01726 882530
E-mail: a7ca@devonsevens.co.uk

Committee Member:
Richard Bishop
40 Feltrim Avenue
Exeter
EX2 4RP

Committee Member:
Mike Gregson
Penpark
Bickington
Newton Abbot,
TQ12 6LH

Tel: 01392 439916
E-mail: rchrdbshp7@gmail.com

Tel: 01626 821314
E-mail: mike@penpark.co.uk

Committee Member:
Viv Gale
7 Gifford Close
Hartland
Bideford
EX39 6HY
Tel: 01237 441272
E-mail: vivgeogale@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor

DVLA Authorisation Representative

Janet Aylmore
Corner Cottage
Ideford.
Newton Abbot.
TQ13 0BG

Howard Palmer
19 Sweetbriar Lane
Holcombe
Dawlish
EX7 0JZ

Tel: 01626 852259
E-Mail: devon.sevens@hotmail.co.uk

Tel: 01626 864212
E-mail: secretary@devonsevens.co.uk

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the writers and not necessarily those of the Editor or the
Devon Austin Seven Club. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the technical advice and
information, the Club and its officers accept no liability for loss, damage or injury from persons acting upon the
advice or information given in this publication.
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